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‘Bad’ Bill Tutt Moonshine 750ML / 100 Proof
Our Moonshine, hand-crafted by the Great Grandson of
Bad Bill is clean and crisp. A perfect ‘sipping ’shine.

Fannie Tutt’s Lemon Meringue Moonshine 750ML / 100 Proof
Named after Bad Bill’s wife’s favorite desert, our flavored
moonshine tastes just like her famous pie.

Basilisk Bourbon 750ML / 94 Proof
Hand-crafted Bourbon, based on our Moonshine. A high
corn Bourbon, with notes of caramel.

Dragon Dog Rye Whiskey 750ML / 96 Proof
Our rye whiskey. 100% rye, made from 9 specialty
rye grains. Made in colaboration with Flying Dog.

Snallygaster Whiskey 750ML / 92 Proof
Our blended whiskey, made from 70% Bourbon
and 30% Rye.



Joust Gin 750ML / 80 Proof
We call it our Gin for Non-Gin Drinkers. It is not overly
piney, with a blend of 10 botanicals. Not your Dad’s Gin.

Chainmail Cherry-Almond Flavored Vodka - 80 Proof

A vodka with a mix of Black-Cherry and Almond - 
refreshing and smooth.

Medieval Mint Flavored Vodka 750ML / 80 Proof
A vodka with the perfect combination of peppermint and a
hint of chocolate. Not sweet, but always delicious.

Lancelot Flaming Love Flavored Vodka 750ML / 80 Proof
A vodka wih mango up front and then the spice notes
on the finish.

Longbow Lemon Citrus Flavored Vodka 750ML / 80 Proof
Our Citrus vodka, with lemon and notes of orange. Perfect
on the rocks, or as a mixer in your favorite cocktail.

Clustered Spires Vodka 750ML / 80 Proof
Our Vodka is a true sipping vodka. Multiple distillations 
and then filtered over 100 times for the ultimate taste.




